
Fresh Start
The Quest for Digital Simplicity

Part of the Loneliness in America Project



Is It Possible to Have a Focused, 
Connected Life in a Noisy, 
Disconnected World?

What we will explore together:

• The true cost of our digital conveniences.

• The ways in which they isolate us.

• The intersection of our spiritual and digitals lives.

• Is it time to contemplate a practice of intentional 
technology use?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Digital use statisticsPhone use:The average American spends 5.4 hours a day on his or her cell phone.18-24 year olds check their phones, on average, once every 12 minutes. That’s 80 times per day.Older Americans check an average of 52 times a day.And when we’re on vacation, we average 80 checks a day.10% of people admit to checking their phones around 300 times a day.Adults under age 45 send and receive more than 85 text messages a day.And the US is responsible for 45% of the world’s message volume, sending 2.27 trillion per year.Internet use:If you put all the time the average American spends on the internet per year together in one chunk, it would be 100 days. So we spend, on average, 27% of the year online!



Five Plus Years
The Time Spent on Social 
Media over a Lifetime
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Compare this to common daily 
activities:

• 7 years 8 months spent watching 
TV

• 3 years 5 months eating
• 1 year 10 months grooming
• 1 year 3 months socializing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The average person spends nearly two hours a day on social media. Researchers tell us consistently that social media interactions but not substitute for in-person interactions, and those two hours tend to come from time devoted to real time interpersonal communication, particularly inside families.



Sean Parker
Founding president of Facebook

“The thought process that went into 
building these applications, Facebook 
being the first of them.. Was all about 
“How do we consume as much of your 
time and conscious attention as 
possible? That means we need to sort 
of give you a little dopamine hit every 
once in a while, because someone 
liked or commented on a photo or 
post or whatever.”

Tristan Harris
Former Google product manager
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The Attention Economy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Tristan Harris is the founder of the non-profit Center for Humane Technology https://humanetech.com/. He and Sean Parker, founding president of Facebook, have publicly expressed consider concern about the toll our digital lives has taken on our hearts, minds, and souls.Note: If Tristan Harris’ You Tube interview on brain hacking does not load on the slide, you can find it here: https://youtu.be/awAMTQZmvPE



“That’s How They Make Their Money”
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Technology companies want us to spend as much time as possible on the internet, ultimately, in order to sell us things. They make both our devices and the apps as attractive as possible, as Tristan Harris noted in the interview you just watched. The “like” button was designed to make you feel good for a moment, as Sean Parker noted, and all of this affects how we spend our time.Companies understand how compelling the internet is:34.5% of advertising spending is on social media.We are exposed to thousands of ads per day.



Unintended Consequences of the Digital Revolution

Digital Addiction

• Digital slot machines occupy more and 
more space in our lives.

Mental Health

• We constantly face a battle for our 
attention, social comparison, and 
bullying.

Breakdown of truth

• It’s becoming harder than ever to 
separate fact from fiction.

Polarization

• Stronger ideological rifts make 
compromise and cooperation more 
difficult.

Political Manipulation

• Creating discord through cyberwarfare 
is far more cost effective than military 
action.

Superficiality

• A social system built on likes and shares 
prioritizes shallowness over depth.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Center for Humane Technology, humantech.com, founded by technology professionals, it is concerned that the “extractive attention economy” is tearing apart our shared social fabric. These are the problems they see:



Conversation Versus Connection
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“Even a silent phone disconnects us.” 
Sociologist Dr. Sherry Turkle

Why do we do it? Online connection is easier than real conversation because 
we can keep each other at a comfortable and controllable distance.

• Texting and email is more efficient than talking to someone.

• We are in charge of our self-presentation because we can edit and retouch.

• We don’t have to deal spontaneously with people’s emotions.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sociologists are concerned about the impact of our digital reliance on our capacity for, and interest in, real life conversation, with it’s complexities and ambiguities versus quick digital connection.



When We Avoid Real Talk
With our children

• Children don’t learn conversational skills and can’t practice these 
with friends, teachers, and later, employers.

• Parents don’t have “real time” conflict, teach real time skills, 
respond to real time emotions. Everyone thinks everyone else is 
occupied.

Among friends, colleagues, and lovers

• We are “on call” for each other all the time– but not really.

• We connect less often with our partners because we’re distracted.

• We grow accustomed to the idea that social support should be 
convenient.

• We can reject new people friction free. It’s as easy as a click.

• All this quick connection fractures our attention and makes us 
lonely.
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Our Calling as Spiritual Beings

• To serve God by listening for the direction of the Holy Spirit.

• To build spiritual practices that keep us centered, joyful, and grateful.

• To nurture our bodies, emotions, and minds as God’s temple.

• To love other people to our fullest capacity.

• To participate in the building of healthy marriages and families.

• To raise children to be compassionate and faithful adults.

• To be a blessing in our community.

• To spend our precious days in ways that further these goals.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Given our calling as spiritual beings, an argument can be made that the goals of the digital attention economy, that pulls us deeper into asynchronous communication, choice paralysis, and materialism, are two systems of mis-aligned values.



Our Digital Conveniences Have the Power To:

• Make it easier to avoid true heart connection with other people.

• Make us less empathetic.

• Make it more difficult for us to concentrate.

• Make us anxious.

• Make us depressed.

• Make us lonelier.

• Make us more materialistic and outward focused.

• Make us less productive and creative by hampering deep work.
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Ruth Haley Barton
In Sacred Rhythms

“Exhaustion sets in when we are too accessible too much of the 

time. A soul numbing sadness comes when we realize that a certain 

quality of life and quality of presence is slipping away as a result of 

‘convenience’. Breaks in the day that used to be small windows of 

replenishment for body and soul… are now filled with noise, 

interruption and multi-tasking…No wonder we feel disconnected 

from God: we are rarely able to give him our full attention and 

silence.”
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Perhaps its time to look at your digital habits and consider whether or not you’re living too much of a good thing? There is a peace and beauty in stepping away to really consider whether or not these habits truly make you feel happy and socially connected.



One More Spiritual 
Practice
Intentional Technology Use



Create a Philosophy of 
Technology Use

“Technology Isn’t Neutral”

What digital tools am I 
going to allow in my life, 
for what reasons, and 
under what constraints?
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A Path Toward Digital Simplicity

• Digital clutter is costly. Too many devices, apps, and services pull me 
from in-person contact with others, time spent nurturing my physical, 
spiritual, and emotional well-being, and are distracting. So I will try to 
simplify my digital life.

• I will make sure that a particular technology supports something that’s 
important to me, and I make sure that it’s the best way to support that 
value, not just a way before I use it.

• I will use a particular technology intentionally, designing limits for 
myself so that I obtain benefit and minimize harm.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Resources:Digital Minimalism: Choosing a Focused Life in a Noisy World, by Cal Newport. Penguin Random House. 2019. Deep Work: Rules for Focused Success in a Distracted World, by Cal Newport. Grand Central Publishing. 2016. Reclaiming Conversation: The Power of Talk in a Digital Age, by Sherry Turkle. Penguin Press. 2015. Apps Moment. An app to monitor and record the amount of time you spend on your phone in order to gain an awareness of your digital habits.Freedom. An app to block distracting websites while you work in order to facilitate concentration.  On the internet, search for: Dr. Jean Twenge’s article for The Atlantic, “Have Smart Phones Destroyed a Generation?”Andrew Sullivan’s article for New York Magazine, “I Used to Be a Human Being”
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“Think about the things of heaven, 
not the things of earth.”

Colossians 3:2

But the silence in the mind is 
when we live best,
within listening distance of the silence 
we call God.

RS Thomas, Welsh poet and Anglican priest

Presenter
Presentation Notes
May you each find your way, despite our noisy, disconnected, and distracting world, to a calm spirit, focused mind, and rich relationships.
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